
COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE TREND DATE TREND RATE TREND CLOSING     **      

           CHANGED CHANGED STOP LOSS

MCX / ICEX

Bulldex 24-Jun-21 14408.00 Down 10.05.22 14355.00 15500.00

Silver 5-Jul-22 61271.00 Down 10.05.22 60618.00 62500.00

Gold 5-Aug-22 50760.00 Down 10.05.22 50586.00 52000.00

Crude Oil 19-Jul-22 8556.00 Down 17.06.22 8373.00 8750.00

Natural gas 27-Jun-22 538.80 Down 14-Jun-22 573.6 640.00
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COMEX /NYMEX / ICE (PRECIOUS METALS AND ENERGY) 

All closing prices as on 21.06.22

**One has to follow the trend and see the price only at closing. This is not for Intra day trading.

CURRENCY / COMMODITY INDEX

INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

Silver July 27-Jul-22 21.77

Gold July 28-Jul-22 1835.40

Crude Oil July 21-Jun-22 109.52

Brent Crude Oil August 30-Jun-22 114.65

Natural Gas July 28-Jun-22 6.81

USD / INR* 78.12

Dollar Index 104.43

EUR / USD 1.05

CRB Index 329.50

COMMODITY CONTRACT EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE CURRENCY (Spot) CURRENT PRICE

LME (BASE METALS) ($ per tonnes) 

Copper 30-Jun-22 742.35 Sideways  27.04.22 788.90 -

Aluminum  30-Jun-22 216.60 Down 10.05.22 232.00 260.00

Zinc  30-Jun-22 316.15 Sideways 23.05.22 326.60 -

Lead  30-Jun-22 185.40 Down 13.05.22 180.15 188.00

Nickel 30-Jun-22 2140.00 Sideways  28.04.22 2603.80 -

Metldex 21-Jun-22 18391.00 Sideways  10.05.22 19000.00 -

COMMODITY EXPIRY DATE CLOSING PRICE TREND** DATE TREND  RATE TREND CLOSING

    CHANGED  CHANGED  STOP LOSS  

Copper 15-Jul-22 68180.00

Aluminum 15-Jul-22 19715.00

Zinc 15-Jul-22 25275.00

Lead 15-Jul-22 15150.00

Copper Cash 8995.00

Aluminum Cash 2533.50

Zinc Cash 3592.00

Lead Cash 2065.50

Nickel Cash 25949.00

COMMODITY CONTRACT CLOSING PRICE COMMODITY MONTH CLOSING PRICE

SHFE (BASE METALS) (Yuan per tonnes) 
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Bullion counter eased on Wednesday (Jun 22), as the dollar and Treasury yields firmed, but prices were range-bound as investors 

awaited fresh cues on top central banks' monetary policy plans, especially from the US Federal Reserve. Prices could take support near 

50400, & could face intraday resistance near 50900. Silver may trade with sideways to bearish bias where it may take support near 

60300 resistances near 61100. The dollar strengthened, making greenback-priced bullion more expensive for buyers holding other 

currencies. The Fed will likely deliver another 75 basis point (bp) interest rate hike in July, followed by a 50 bp rise in September, and 

won't scale back to quarter percentage point moves until November at the earliest. Higher interest rates and bond yields increase the 

opportunity cost of holding gold, which yields nothing. The U.S. Federal Reserve announced its biggest interest rate hike since 1994 on 

Wednesday, as it scrambles to rein in soaring inflation. Benchmark US 10-year Treasury yields also rose, making bullion less appealing. 

The Bank of Japan is likely to maintain ultra-low interest rates in its policy meeting later in the day and stress its resolve to support a 

fragile economy with massive stimulus, a move that may further weaken the yen by highlighting a policy divergence with the rest of the 

world.

Market Update (Bullions)  

Market Update (Energy)  

Energy counter may witness selling where crude oil may trade in the range of 8200-8550. Oil prices skidded in early trade on Wednesday 

amid a push by U.S. President Joe Biden to bring down soaring fuel costs, including pressure on major U.S. firms to help ease the pain for 

drivers during the country's peak summer demand. As the United States struggles to tackle soaring gasoline prices and inflation, U.S. 

President Joe Biden is expected on Wednesday to call for temporarily suspending the 18.4-cents a gallon federal tax on gasoline, a 

source briefed on the plan told Reuters. Biden had disclosed on Monday he was considering whether to call for a pause in the tax. Seven 

oil companies are set to meet Biden on Thursday, under pressure from the White House to drive down fuel prices as they make record 

profits. Central banks across Europe raised interest rates on Thursday, some by amounts that shocked markets, and hinted at even 

higher borrowing costs to come to tame soaring inflation that is eroding savings and squeezing corporate profits. Federal Reserve 

policymakers are less confident than at any time since the height of the pandemic about what will happen with the economy, data 

showed. U.S. stock indexes also closed sharply lower on Thursday in a broad sell-off as recession fears grew. The International Energy 

Agency on Wednesday also warned that sky-high oil prices and weakening economic forecasts dimmed the future demand outlook. 

Investors also remained focused on tight supplies after the United States announced new sanctions on Iran. Natural gas may witness 

selling, support held near 520 resistance near 540.
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Market Update (Base Metals)  

Base metals may trade in range with mixed bias as SHFE and LME base metals closed mostly in the positive zone, as the US dollar index 

dropped amid strong euro and poor U.S. home sales that fell to a low in nearly two years. the annual rate of US second-hand house sales 

in May fell for the fourth consecutive month, falling to a low in nearly two years. The US dollar index dropped amid strong euro and poor 

U.S. home sales. The Richmond Fed governor said that in the US inflation rate remains high, extensive and lasting, and the Fed should 

raise interest rates as fast as possible without hurting the financial markets or the economy. The macro atmosphere is still cautious. 

Copper may trade in the range 735-745. Workers at Chile's state-owned Codelco, the world's largest copper producer, will start a 

nationwide strike on Wednesday to protest the government and the company's decision to close a troubled smelter, a union official said. 

Several European Union countries are pushing to start work on a new package of sanctions against Russia and Belarus for the invasion of 

Ukraine and also want to grant more military support to Kyiv. Nickel may also witness both side movement support holds near 2130 

resistance near 2160.  Zinc may post selling, where intraday support at 314 and resistance near 319. Lead may trade in the range of 

183-187 with sideways to positive bias. Aluminum may trade with bearish bias support held near 214 and resistance near 219. China's 

production of aluminium rose 3.1% to 3.42 million tonnes in May versus a year earlier, according to data released by the National Bureau 

of Statistics.
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KEY ECONOMIC RELEASES

19:30 Existing Home Sales (May) High 5.39M 5.61M Metals  Adverse

19:30 Existing Home Sales (MoM) (May) High   -2.41% Metals  Neutral  
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